
Understanding Your Own 
Teaching Style

Mary James, Smoothing the Way, Booth 827



$20 Cash and Carry
$25 Debit or Credit

Comprehensive Teacher Training Course



Smoothing the Way ZOOM Classes

Sign up at our booth for info on dates and topics. First Up:

Top 10 Homeschooling Myths,

June 12 at 4:00 p.m., or June 13 at 7:00 p.m.

Which Way Do I Go? Choosing Curriculum,

June 16 at 7:30 pm, or June 17 at 2:00 p.m. 



Teaching Methodologies

▪ Traditional Textbook

▪Unit Studies

▪ Living Book (Charlotte Mason)

▪ Classical  Education

▪Unschooling





Traditional Textbook − Characteristics

▪ instructor-driven

▪ text-based

▪ reading material followed by questions

▪ provides teacher editions, lesson plans



Traditional Textbook − Advantages

▪ less planning on teacher’s part

▪ easy to chart scores

▪ contains built-in tests



Traditional Textbook − Considerations

▪ less freedom 

▪ less depth

▪ student often becomes bored

▪ student who does not fit the curriculum will 
feel inferior

▪ student simply masters tests rather than 
material



Unit Studies − Characteristics

▪ most subjects are covered by studying one 
topic

▪ study material usually comes from reading 
books

▪ usually includes hands-on activities

▪ focuses on discovery learning





Unit Studies − Advantages

▪ allows depth of study and greater 
understanding of topic

▪ children retain what they have learned

▪ useful for teaching multiple grade levels

▪ helps a resistant learner regain a love of 
learning



Unit Studies − Considerations

▪ more planning required of teacher

▪ harder to track accomplishments

▪ more uncertainty about covering all 
subjects



Living Books − Characteristics

▪ study material comes from “real” books, 
rather than textbooks

▪ various subjects are integrated into reading, 
but not necessarily as purposefully as in unit 
studies



Living Books − Advantages

▪ students are reading books by someone 
who is passionate about a subject

▪ learning is low-key because it comes as a 
natural process of simply reading a good 
book

▪ allows exploration of a subject



Living Books − Considerations

▪ not all subjects are covered at all times

▪ very difficult to track work because very 
little is written

▪ hard to follow a traditional scope and 
sequence



Classical Approach − Characteristics

▪ teaches the trivium
– grammar stage (ages birth to 11)

– dialectic stage (ages 11-14)

– rhetoric stage (ages 14-16)

▪ rigorous academics

▪ strong reading program





Classical Approach − Advantages

▪ follows stages of mental development

▪ develops independent learners

▪ teaches thinking skills



Classical Approach − Considerations

▪ very little prepared curriculum available

▪ overemphasis on ancient disciplines and 
classics



Unschooling − Characteristics

▪ assumes children have an innate desire to 
learn

▪ follows child’s natural curiosity

▪ less structured approach



Unschooling − Advantages

▪ requires little planning

▪ children are less likely to suffer from 
burnout

▪ creates self-learners



Unschooling − Considerations

▪ harder to assess level of learning

▪ neglects some subjects or areas of learning

▪ children may not accomplish as much as 
parent anticipates



Eclectic Homeschooling

▪ combines one or more teaching methodologies

▪ example:

–traditional curriculum for math or grammar

–living book approach for history

–unschooling approach for science
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